HOUSE OF HORRORS GIVES UP 2 BODIES

House and Shaddapu Buried, Home Burned, Man Collects Insurance and Fire.

DEAD IN DISUSED WELL

Before Departures Nebraska Shadetown

Mr. and Mrs. Er. Nichols, owners of the Shadetown Hotel, Sunday, were in aLee," have been revolving in the disused well near Shadetown, in which a man and wife were probably both drowned.

At the Shadetown Hotel, Mr. and Mrs. Er. Nichols, owners of the hotel, were approached by a man and woman in a state of apathy from their home.

The man and woman were apparently in a state of apathy, and their response to questions was vague and uninformative.

When the well was opened the above two individuals were found dead, and it was evident that they had been drowned.

The Well was opened, and the bodies were found to be those of the man and woman who had been reported to be in the disused well.

Eating CHICKENS UNDER A HEN

Mr. Atkinson, apparently drunk, was seen arguing with Mr. Johnson, who is a member of the town.

The men were said to be arguing about the ownership of a chicken.

The incident was reported to the police, who are investigating the matter.

We have had no further information about the case.
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